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STAT 202 – Basic Probability and Statistics
 Statistics/Data Science is one of the important 
discipline today
 35 Students:  Seniors 10 – Juniors 10 , Sophomore – 8
 15 Nursing Majors,  10 – Biology & Forensic Science
Faculty-Librarian Team Work
 December/January – Updated the syllabus with 
Information Literacy Assignment
 February – IL Pre-Test
 February – Librarian Uploaded all the Learning Materials 
to Canvas
 March – Student were working on IL-Assignment
 April  - Students completed/submitted the IL-Assignment
 April - IL Post-Test
Updated Syllabus
Updated Syllabus …
Student Work  (Sample)
Information Literacy Standard 
ACRL – Standards: 
1. Determine the nature and extent of information 
needed
2. Access the needed information effectively and 
efficiently
3. Evaluate information and its sources critically and 
incorporate selected information into one’s knowledge 
base
4. Use information effectively to accomplish a specific 
purpose
5. Access and use information ethically and legally
Pre-Post Test Results
Pre-Test % correct Post-Test % correct Pre-Post
Correct Wrong Correct wrong % 
improved
3 What is the BEST way to
search for books on a
given topic
26 7 79% 21 3 88% 9%
5 Articles that are critically
evaluated by one or
more experts on the
subject are published in
30 3 91% 24 24 100% 9%
11 "Information Literacy" is 
best described as
29 4 88% 24 24 100% 12%
17 If you decide to use
information from a
website for your research
project
14 19 42% 16 8 67% 25%
18 Plagiarism is 26 7 79% 19 5 79% 0%
Self Assessment of IL-ability
ACRL 1: Determine the extend of information needed
Self Assessment of IL-ability
ACRL 2: Assesse the needed information effectively and efficiently
Self Assessment of IL-ability
ACRL 3: Evaluate information and its sources critically and 
incorporate selected information into one’s knowledge base
Self Assessment of IL-ability
ACRL 4: Use information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose
Self Assessment of IL-ability
ACRL 5: Access and use information ethically and legally
summary
 IL- program is well-organized 
 The workshop on IL was informative, fun, and very helpful 
(Dr. Terence Mech)
 It convinced me the importance of faculty-librarian partnership 
 A better understanding of faculty and students on the importance of IL on 
in lifelong learning
Thank You
 Mr. Bobby Wynn
 Ms. Jan Whitefield
 Mr. Velappan Velappan
